
Year 6 Crew 
Curriculum Information  

 Terms 5 & 6 2016 
 

What is Change? 
 

 
 

Maths 
 

Co-ordinates – translating 
and reflecting shapes. 
Algebra and formulas 

Calculating with fractions 
Measurement – converting 

between units 

English 
 

Explanatory text linked to 
scientific investigations. 

Persuasion linked to healthy 
diet 

Narrative - Overcoming the 
monster 

Discussion linked to work on 
famous scientists 

Science 
 

Solids, liquids, gases 
Reversible and irreversible 

changes 
Formation of new materials  

Life cycles 
Inheritance and evolution 

Famous scientists 
 

RE 
 

How should we live and who 
can inspire us? 

 

PE 
 

Athletics / Rounders  
 

PE kits need to be in school 
every Tuesday and Friday. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

PSHE 
 

Relationships 
Changes 

Relationships and Sex 
Education 

Learning Theme 
 

Design and Technology – design and make a healthy savoury product 
 

Geography – a local study using maps and plans focusing on position of secondary schools, 
journeys to and from them, and the surrounding areas. 

 
Art – sketching and painting – Andy Warhol 

 
 



Your children’s questions about the learning theme 
 

Where did humans evolve from? 
Are there new animal species we do not know about? 

How does food change after it has been eaten? 
How has the world changed? 

What colour does metal become when burned? 
Whey does your hair turn grey when you are older? 

Can we make discoveries about fossils? 
How do trees turn into paper? 

How do people change when they go without food and water? 
Can animals change into other animals? 

Why does chicken change colour when you cook it? 
How do materials change when they are burnt? 

When do you become an adult and change? 
What are the stages of evolution? 

How valuable can fossils be? 
When food is cooked in different ways, why do the smell and taste different? 

When the atmosphere changes temperatures around metals, it becomes the same 
temperature – why? 

How do people’s voices change and become deeper? 

Home learning 
 

Given out on Friday. Should be returned the 
following Wednesday. Home learning club 

runs on Friday lunchtime. 

Visits and experiences 
 

19/4 Chem. labs from Bristol University 
22/4 Visit to Uphill Primary to view 

Performance of Understanding 
20/6 Pilgrim Day – Y6 leavers day at Wells 

Cathedral 
21/6 Visit to Lifeskills - Bristol 

SATs 
 

SATs week is the week beginning 9th May. The timetable for that week is: 
 

Monday 9 May   English reading test  
 
Tuesday 10 May   English grammar, punctuation and 
    spelling test, Paper 1 short  
    answer questions  
     
    English grammar, punctuation and 
    spelling test, Paper 2, spelling.  
 
Wednesday 11 May  Mathematics, Paper 1 arithmetic  
    test.  
     
    Mathematics, Paper 2 reasoning.  
 
Thursday 12 May   Mathematics, Paper 3, reasoning 



 


